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Abstract. Our goal is to study the global existence and large time asymptotic
behavior of solutions to the Neumann initial-boundary value problem for the
nonlinear nonlocal equation on a half-line8<:
ut +N (u; ux) + Lu = f; (t; x) 2 R+ £R+;
u(0; x) = u0(x); x 2 R+;
@xu(t; 0) = h(t); t 2 R+;
where the nonlinear term is N (u; ux) = u½u¾x , with ½; ¾ > 0, and L is a





















e¡pxu(x)dx: We prove that if the initial data u0 2 L1;a \L1
for a 2 [0; 1) ; then there exists a unique solution
u 2 C  [0;1) ;L1;a \C  (0;1) ;L1 \W11 ;
for the inital-boundary value problem. We also obtain the large time asymptotic
formulas for the solutions...
AMS 2000 Mathematics Subject Classi¯cation. Classi¯cation. 35Q40, 35Q35
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x1. Introduction
We study the Neumann initial-boundary value problem for the nonlinear Ott-
Sudan-Ostrovsky type equation on a half-line
(1.1)
8<:
ut +N (u; ux) + Lu = f; t > 0; x > 0;
u (0; x) = u0 (x) ; x > 0;
ux (t; 0) = h (t) ; t > 0;
1
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where the nonlinear term is N (u; ux) = u½u¾x with ½; ¾ > 0, L is a pseudodif-






³bu (t; p)¡P2j=1 p¡j @j¡1x u (t; x)¯¯x=0´ dp;
where bu(p) = R10 e¡pxu (x) dx denotes the Laplace transform of u: The symbol
L(p) = ¡Ep5=2 has the dissipative property, i.e. the constant E 2 C is such
that ReL (p) ¸ C jpj5=2 for p 2 (¡i1; i1) ; where C > 0: For example, the
constant E can be chosen as follows E = 1: By p5=2 we understand the main
branch of the complex analytic function in the complex half-plane Re p ¸ 0,
so that 15=2 = 1 (we make a cut along the negative real axis (¡1; 0)). More
generally, we can ¯x the argument of E as follows ¡¼4 < argE < ¼4 :
Note that the equation
ut + uux + uxxx + u+
Z 1
¡1
sign (x¡ y)pjx¡ yj uy (t; y) dy = 0
describes the ion-acoustic waves in plasma (see [11]). It also can be written in
the form (1.1) if we choose ½ = ¾ = 1 and the symbol of the linear operator
L(p) = p3 + 1 +
pjpj: This symbol is nonhomogeneous and nonanalytic so
that it is di±cult to investigate the Neumann initial-boundary value problem
for this equation. To make the ¯rst step in the study of the Neumann initial-
boundary value problem we replace the complete symbol by a homogeneous
and analytic one of a higher order (if, for example, we replace the complete
symbol by a single term like
p
p; then no boundary data are necessary, see [2].)
Thus we arrive to equation (1.1) which represents a simple nonlinear model
including a derivative of a fractional order and such that it is possible to pose
the Neumann type boundary condition.
Recently much attention was given to the study of the global existence
and asymptotic behavior of solutions to the Dirichlet problems for various
nonlinear local and nonlocal equations (see papers [1], [3], [4], [5], [7], [10]).
Dirichlet problem for Ott-Sudan-Ostrovsky type equations on a segment with
homogeneous boundary data was studied in papers [9], [8]. A general theory
of Dirichlet problems for nonlinear nonlocal equations on a half-line was de-
veloped in book [2]. This paper presents a further development of this theory,
considering the Neumann type boundary conditions. We propose a general
method of constructing the Green operator for problem (1.1). Also we prove
the global existence of solutions and ¯nd the large time asymptotics in the
case of nonhomogeneous boundary data. The main di±culty which we over-
come in the present paper is to evaluate the contribution of the boundary data
into the large time asymptotic behavior of solutions since it can be completely
di®erent compared with the corresponding Dirichlet problem.
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Now we give some de¯nitions. The usual Lebesgue space is Lr (R+) for
1 · r · 1: In what follows we write Lr instead of Lr (R+) ; for simplic-
ity. The weighted Lebesgue space Lr;® for ® ¸ 0 has the norm kÁkLr;® =
k(1 + x)® ÁkLr . The Sobolev space is de¯ned as follows
Wsr =
n








Di®erent positive constants we denote by the same letter C.
We now introduce the space for the solution
X®;¯ =
©






hti¡ 25® kÁkL1;® + hti
2







where ® 2 [0; 1) ; ¯ 2 R; with hti ´ p1 + t2: De¯ne also the spaces
Y®;¸° =
n





















; ¸ 2 R: Also we use the space Z¹ =
fh(t) 2 C(0;1) : khkZ¹ <1g for the boundary data, where the norm
khkZ¹ = sup
t>0
hti 45¡¹ ¡jh (t)j+ hti ¯¯h0 (t)¯¯¢
with ¹ 2 R:



















q ¡ Ep5=2 ;
where M = jEj¡ 25 e¡ 25 i argE :
First we consider the case, when the asymptotic behavior of solutions is
determined by the initial data.
Theorem 1. Let u0 2 L1;® \ L1; f 2 Y®;º° and h 2 Z¹ with ® 2 (0; 1) ;
¡25 < º < 0; ¡15 < ¹ < 0; ° = 1 ¡ 25¾ and have su±ciently small norms.
Suppose that the powers ½ ¸ 1; ¾ 2 £1; 32¢ of the nonlinearity N are such that
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½ + 2¾ > 72 : Then there exists a unique solution u 2 X®;0 of problem (1.1).
Moreover the following asymptotic representation

























(f (¿ ; y)¡N (u; ux)) dyd¿
and ± > 0 is some small constant.
Next we consider the case, when the asymptotic behavior of solutions is
de¯ned by a more slow time decay rate of the source or the Neumann boundary




z¯¡1 (1¡ z)¡ 25 B
³









5 (1¡ z)¡ 35 K
³
Â (1¡ z)¡ 25
´
dz;
where the kernel K (x) =W (x) + ¤ (x) with the functions




















» ¡ Ep5=2 :





° = 1¡ 25¾ and have su±ciently small norms. Suppose that the powers ½ ¸ 1;
¾ 2 £1; 32¢ of the nonlinearity N are such that ½ + ¾ > 5¡2¾2¡5¯ + 1. Then
there exists a unique solution u 2 X0;¯ of problem (1.1). Moreover, assume
that kf (t)kL1;® · Ct¯¡1 with ® 2 (0; 1) ; and the asymptotics for the source
function and the boundary data are trueZ 1
0














for all t!1; where 0 < ± < min ¡¯; 15 ; 25®¢ : Then the following asymptotics























is true for t!1 uniformly with respect to x > 0; where ± > 0 is some small
constant.
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We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In Section 2 we consider the
linear initial-boundary value problem with the pseudodi®erential operator L
and ¯nd the representation of the Green operators. Also we obtain some pre-
liminary estimates and asymptotic formulas for the Green functions. Finally,
we prove Theorems 1 and 2 in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
x2. Estimates for the linear problem
In this section we study the linear problem corresponding to (1.1)
(2.1)
8<:
ut + Lu = f; t > 0; x > 0;
u (0; x) = u0 (x) ; x > 0;
ux (t; 0) = h (t) ; t > 0:
We follow the method of [2] to show that the initial-boundary value problem
(2.1) is well-posed in the functional space C
¡
[0;1) ;L1¢ \C1 ¡(0;1) ;W11¢.





of problem (2.1) we obtain its integral representation. Since
the solution u (t) 2 L1 for every t > 0 and u (t; x) = 0 for all x < 0, t > 0;
we see that the Laplace transform bu(t; p) = R10 e¡pxu (t; x) dx is bounded and
analytic in the complex half-plane fp 2 C : Re p ¸ 0g. Taking the Laplace
transformation of (2.1) with respect to x we get
(2.2)
½ but (t; p) + L(p)bu (t; p) = bH (t; p)bu (t; p) jt=0 =cu0(p);
where bH (t; p) = bf (t; p) + L (p) p¡1u (t; 0) + L (p) p¡2ux (t; 0) : Integration of
(2.2) with respect to t yields
(2.3) bu (t; p) = e¡L(p)tµcu0(p) + Z t
0
eL(p)¿ bH (¿ ; p) d¿¶ :
Before applying the inverse Laplace transformation to (2.3) we must check the
necessary condition
(2.4) jbu (t; p)j · C for all Re p ¸ 0
with some C. Rewriting (2.3) as
bu (t; p) = e¡L(p)tµcu0(p) + Z 1
0
eL(p)¿ bH (¿ ; p) d¿¶¡Z 1
t
e¡L(p)(t¡¿) bH (¿ ; p) d¿;
we see that to satisfy (2.4) we need to impose the following necessary condition
(2.5) bu0(p) + Z 1
0
eL(p)¿ bH (¿ ; p) d¿ = 0
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in the domain fp 2 C : ReL(p) < 0;Re p ¸ 0g : Equation (2.5) helps us to ¯nd
the boundary value u (t; 0) of the function u; which appears in the de¯nition
of the pseudodi®erential operator L. Changing the variable L(p) ´ ¡Ep5=2 =
¡»; so that p =M» 25 with M = jEj¡ 25 e¡ 25 i argE ; we rewrite (2.5) as
(2.6) cu0 ³M» 25´+ ebf ³»;M» 25´¡M¡2» 15fux (»; 0)¡M¡1» 35 eu (»; 0) = 0
in the complex half-plane Re » > 0, where eu (»; x) = R10 e¡»¿u (¿ ; x) d¿ is the
Laplace transform with respect to time and ebf is the Laplace transform with re-
spect to both space and time variables ebf (»; ´) = R10 R10 e¡»¿¡´xf (¿ ; x) dxd¿:
Then by applying to (2.6) the inverse Laplace transformation with respect to
time we get
(2.7)








µcu0 ³M» 25´+ ebf ³»;M» 25´¡M¡2» 15fux (»; 0)¶ d»:
Substitution of (2.7) into (2.3) yields
bu (t; p) = e¡L(p)t Z 1
0




































































Then taking the inverse Laplace transformation with respect to space, we
obtain the Duhamel formula for the solutions to problem (2.1) (see also [1])



































































0¡¿)¡M» 25 yf (¿ ; y)
and










































5 (» + L (p))¡1 e¡M»
2
5 y = 0:
















» ¡ Ep5=2 »
¡ 3
5 :






















































Then the Green operator G can be rewritten as
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5 (» + L (p)) e¡M»
2
5 y¡»¿ = 0






































































G (t¡ ¿) f (¿) d¿:







¡»¿ = 0 for all ¿ > 0; we can rewrite
the Green operator J as follows





























































(t¡ ¿)¡ 35 K
³
x (t¡ ¿)¡ 25
´
h (¿) d¿;
where we introduced the kernel K (x) =W (x) + ¤ (x) with the functions
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and










» ¡ Ep5=2 :
We can also represent

































where ² > 0 is small enough, from which it follows that K 0 (0) = 0: It is inter-
esting to note that W (x) = @
1
2









2 bÁ (p) dp.
In the next lemmas we will obtain estimates for the Green operators G, I
and J ; which then imply that formula (2.8) gives us a unique solution of the








First we estimate the kernels G (x) ; Q (x; y) and K (x) :
Lemma 1. The estimates are true¯¯
@jxG (x)
¯¯ · C hxi%¡2¡j
for all x 2 R; ¯¯
@jxK (x)
¯¯ · C hxi%¡2¡j





· C hxi¡2¡k hyi¡2
for all x; y > 0; where k; l = 0; 1; j = 0; 1; 2; with some small % > 0:





C hxi%¡2¡j for all x 2 R are the consequences of estimate (1.45) from [6]. We
next prove the estimate for the kernels Q (x; y) and ¤ (x) : We ¯rst consider




p = jpj e§ i¼2 §i² : jpj > 0
o
;
and with respect to » by
¡ =
n
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respectively, where ² > 0 is small enough, we get
@kx@
l


























» ¡ Ep5=2 :
For all p 2 ¡0; » = j»j eiµ; with µ 2























and for all p 2 ¡0; » = j»j eiµ; with µ 2
£


























since ² is su±ciently small. Thus we get the estimate¯¯¯
» ¡ Ep5=2
¯¯¯¡1 · C ³j»j+ jpj5=2´¡1
for all p 2 ¡0; » 2 ¡: Then using the estimates jexpj · Cx¡2¡k jpj¡2¡k,¯¯
e»





· C (1 + y)¡2

























(1 + j»j)2 · Cx
¡2¡j
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for all x > 1; y > 0:








p = ¼ ¡ 2 Si (x) ; we represent
@kx@
l
yQ (x; y) =
(¡M)1+l
4¼2







































































» ¡ Ep5=2 :
As above we get the estimate
¯¯
» ¡Ep5=2¯¯¡1 · C ³j»j+ jpj5=2´¡1 for all p 2 ¡0;






· C (1 + y)¡2










(1 + jpj)k¡ 72 jdpj
¶Z
¡
(1 + j»j)¡2 jd»j
· C (1 + y)¡2 :
In the same manner
¯¯
@jx¤ (x)
¯¯ · C µ1 + Z
¡0
(1 + jpj)j¡ 72 jdpj
¶Z
¡
(1 + j»j)¡2 jd»j · C
for all 0 < x · 1; y > 0; k; l = 0; 1; j = 0; 1; 2: Thus the second and the third
estimates of the lemma are true. Lemma 1 is proved.
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In the next lemma we obtain the estimates for the Green operators G; I





hti¡ 25® kÁkL1;® + hti
2




















hti 45¡¹ ¡jh (t)j+ hti ¯¯h0 (t)¯¯¢ :
Lemma 2. The estimates are valid
kGÁkX®;0 · C kÁkL1;® + C kÁkL1
for ® 2 [0; 1) ;
kIfkX®;¯ · C kfkY®;¸°
for ® 2 [0; 1) ; ¯ ¸ max (0; ¸), ¸ 6= 0; ° 2 ¡25 ; 1¤ ; and
kJ hkX®;¹ · C khkZ¹
for ® 2 [0; 1) ; ¹ > ¡15 ; provided that the right-hand sides are ¯nite.
Proof. By Lemma 1 we ¯nd
























































´ ¡ yt¡ 25
¯¯¯´²¡2 ¯¯¯
´ ¡ yt¡ 25
¯¯¯®
+ (1 + ´)¡2 j´j®
¶
d´
· Ct 25® kÁkL1 + C kÁkL1;®(2.9)
for all t > 0; ® 2 [0; 1) : Again by using the estimates of Lemma 1 we have



























´ ¡ yt¡ 25
¯¯¯´²¡2
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for all 0 < t < 1 and



















· Ct¡ 25 kÁkL1
for all t ¸ 1: Combining these estimates we obtain
(2.10) kG (t)ÁkL1 · C hti¡
2
5 (kÁkL1 + kÁkL1)
for all t > 0: In the same manner we get





























· Ct¡ 25 kÁkL1
Z 1
0
(1 + ´)¡2 d´ · Ct¡ 25 kÁkL1
for all 0 < t < 1 and




















· Ct¡ 45 kÁkL1
°°°°³1 + xt¡ 25´¡2°°°°
L1
· Ct¡ 45 kÁkL1
for all t ¸ 1: Combining these estimates we ¯nd




5 (kÁkL1 + kÁkL1)
for all t > 0: By virtue of these inequalities we obtain the ¯rst estimate of the
lemma.























· C hti ¯+ 25® kfk
Y®;¸°
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for all t > 0; if ® 2 [0; 1) ; ° 2 ¡25 ; 1¤ ; ¯ ¸ max (0; ¸) ; ¸ 2 R:















(t¡ ¿)¡ 25 h¿i¸¡° ¿°¡1d¿ · C hti¯¡ 25 kfk
Y®;¸°
for all t > 0; if ® 2 [0; 1) ; ° 2 ¡25 ; 1¤ ; ¯ ¸ max (0; ¸), ¸ 6= 0: Similarly by









(t¡ ¿)¡ 25 ht¡ ¿i¡ 25
£
³
h¿i¸¡° ¿°¡1 + h¿i¸¡°¡ 25 ¿°¡1
´
d¿
· C hti ¯¡ 45 kfk
Y®;¸°
for all t > 0; if ® 2 [0; 1) ; ° 2 ¡25 ; 1¤ ; ¯ ¸ max (0; ¸), ¸ 6= 0: Hence the second





(t¡ ¿)¡ 35 K
³





· C khkZ¹ kKkL1
Z t
0
(t¡ ¿)¡ 35 h¿i¹¡ 45 d¿ · C hti¹¡ 25 khkZ¹(2.12)
and
kJ hkL1;® · C khkZ¹ kKkL1;®
Z t
0
(t¡ ¿) 25®¡ 15 h¿i¹¡ 45 d¿ · C hti¹+ 25® khkZ¹




(t¡ ¿)¡ 35 K
³


















(t¡ ¿)¡ 35 K
³
x (t¡ ¿)¡ 25
´
(h (¿)¡ h (t)) d¿:
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For the ¯rst integral we change the variable of integration x¿¡
2






















(K (z)¡K (0)) dz
z2
:
Then we di®erentiate with respect to x
























x (t¡ ¿)¡ 25
´
(h (¿)¡ h (t)) d¿:
Since K 0 (0) = 0; we have the estimate
k@xJ hkL1 · C




for all 0 < t · 1; and
k@xJ hkL1 · C


















h¿i¹¡ 95 d¿ · C hti¹¡ 45 khkZ¹
for all t > 1; if ¹ > ¡15 : Thus, the third estimate of the lemma is valid. Lemma
2 is proved.
In the next lemma we obtain the fast asymptotics for the Green operators
G; I and J : Denote B (x) = G (x) + Q (x; 0) and µ = R10 Á (x) dx; # =R1
0
R1
0 f (x; t) dxdt:
Lemma 3. The estimates are valid°°°G (t)Á¡ µt¡ 25B ³xt¡ 25´°°°
L1
· Ct¡ 25¡ 25® kÁkL1;® ;°°°If ¡ #t¡ 25B ³xt¡ 25´°°°
L1
· Ct¡ 25+¸ kfk
Y®;¸°
and




for all t ¸ 1; where ® 2 (0; 1) ; ¡25® < ¸ < 0, ¡15 < ¹ < 0; ° 2 (0; 1] :
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Proof. Denote the operator





(x¡ y) t¡ 25
´
Á(y)dy:




































then we can estimate the operator












as follows °°°j¢j{ ³G2 (t)Á¡ t¡ 25 µQ³xt¡ 25 ; 0´´°°°
Lq
=





















· Ct¡ 25 (1+®)














for all t > 0; 1 · q · 1; 0 · { · ® · 1: Thus we obtain the ¯rst estimate of
the lemma.
Denote µ (t) =
R1
0 f (t; x) dx, then by virtue of the ¯rst estimate of the
lemma we have°°°°Z t
0
³
G (t¡ ¿) f (¿)¡ µ (¿) (t¡ ¿)¡ 25 B
³













(t¡ ¿)¡ 25¡ 25® h¿i 25®+¸¡° ¿°¡1d¿ · C hti¡ 25+¸ kfk
Y®;¸°
;
where ® 2 (0; 1) ; ° 2 (0; 1] ; ¡25® < ¸ < 0. By applying the estimate¯¯¯
(t¡ ¿)¡ 25 B
³








· Ct¡ 25 ¿ 25 (t¡ ¿)¡ 25
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we obtain°°°°Z t
0
µ (¿) (t¡ ¿)¡ 25 B
³
x (t¡ ¿)¡ 25
´













jµ (¿)j ¿ 25 (t¡ ¿)¡ 25 d¿




(t¡ ¿)¡ 25 h¿i¸¡° ¿°¡ 35d¿ · Ct¡ 25+¸ kfk
Y0;¸°








h¿i¸¡° ¿°¡1d¿ · Ct¸ kfk
Y0;¸°





· Ct¡ 25+¸ kfk
Y0;¸°
:
Therefore the second estimate of the lemma follows. To prove the last estimate
of the lemma we note that jh (t)j · hti¹¡ 45 khkZ¹ . Then by (2.12) we ¯nd




for all t > 0; if ¡15 < ¹ < 0: Lemma 3 is proved.
In the next lemma we consider the case of the slow asymptotics of the




z¯¡1 (1¡ z)¡ 25 B
³









5 (1¡ z)¡ 35 K
³
Â (1¡ z)¡ 25
´
dz:
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: Then the asymp-
totics hold















for all t ¸ 1 uniformly with respect to x > 0, where Â = xt¡ 25 :
Proof. By virtue of the ¯rst estimate of Lemma 3 we have°°°°Z t
0
³
G (t¡ ¿) f (¿)¡ µ (¿) (t¡ ¿)¡ 25 B
³








(t¡ ¿)¡ 25¡ 25® kf (¿)kL1;® d¿ · C
Z t
0
(t¡ ¿)¡ 25¡ 25® ¿¯¡1d¿
· Ct¯¡ 25¡ 25®
for all t > 0. Changing ¿ = zt; Â = xt¡
2
5 we ¯ndZ t
0
µ (¿) (t¡ ¿)¡ 25 B
³






¿¯¡1 (t¡ ¿)¡ 25 B
³













z¯¡1 (1¡ z)¡ 25 B
³



















for all t > 0 if 0 < ± < ¯: Therefore the ¯rst asymptotic formula of the lemma
follows. Denote Â = xt¡
2
5 : Changing ¿ = zt we obtain
J h = b
Z t
0
(t¡ ¿)¡ 35 K
³















(1¡ z)¡ 35 K
³




















for all t > 0 if 0 < ± < 15 : Thus the second asymptotic formula of the lemma
is true. Lemma 4 is proved.
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We now estimate the nonlinearity N (u; ux) = u½u¾x in the norms Y®;¸° :
Lemma 5. Let ½ ¸ 1; ¾ 2 £1; 32¢ : Then the estimate is true
kN (u; ux)¡N (v; vx)kY®;¸° · ku¡ vkX®;¯ (kukX®;¯ + kvkX®;¯ )
¾+½¡1
with ° = 1¡ 25¾, ¸ = 1 + ¯ (¾ + ½)¡ 25 (½+ 2¾ ¡ 1).
Proof. We have the estimates kÁkL1;® · hti¯+
2
5







5 kÁkX®;¯ : Hence
ku½u¾x ¡ v½v¾xkL1;®
· C ku¡ vkL1;®
³
kuk½¡1L1 kuxk¾L1 + kvk½¡1L1 kvxk¾L1
´
+C kux ¡ vxkL1
³
kukL1;® kuk½¡1L1 kuxk¾¡1L1 + kvkL1;® kvk½¡1L1 kvxk¾¡1L1
´
· C hti 25®+¯(¾+½)¡ 25 (½+¾¡1) t¡ 25¾ ku¡ vkX®;¯ (kukX®;¯ + kvkX®;¯ )¾+½¡1
· C hti¸¡°+ 25® t°¡1 ku¡ vkX®;¯ (kukX®;¯ + kvkX®;¯ )¾+½¡1
with ° = 1¡ 25¾, ¸ = 1+ ¯ (¾ + ½)¡ 25 (½+ 2¾ ¡ 1) for ® 2 [0; 1] : In the same
manner
ku½u¾x ¡ v½v¾xkL1
· C ku¡ vkL1
³
kuk½¡1L1 kuxk¾L1 + kvk½¡1L1 kvxk¾L1
´
+C kux ¡ vxkL1
³
kukL1 kuk½¡1L1 kuxk¾¡1L1 + kvkL1 kvk½¡1L1 kvxk¾¡1L1
´
· C hti¡ 25+¯(¾+½)¡ 25 (½+¾¡1) t¡ 25¾ ku¡ vkX®;¯ (kukX®;¯ + kvkX®;¯ )¾+½¡1
· C hti¸¡°¡ 25 t°¡1 ku¡ vkX®;¯ (kukX®;¯ + kvkX®;¯ )¾+½¡1 :
Thus the estimate of the lemma is true. Lemma 5 is proved.
x3. Proof of Theorem 1
Using the Duhamel formula (2.8) we rewrite problem (1.1) in the form of the
integral equation
(3.1) u = Gu0 + I (f ¡N (u; ux)) + J h:
We apply the contraction mapping principle in the ball
X®;0" =
©
Á 2 X®;0 : kukX®;0 · "
ª
;
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where " > 0 is su±ciently small. For v 2 X®;0" we de¯ne the transformation
M (v) by the formula
(3.2) M (v) = Gu0 + I (f ¡N (v; vx)) + J h:
First we prove that kM (v)kX®;0 · ": By the conditions of the theorem using
estimates of Lemmas 2 and 5 we ¯nd form (3.2)
kM (v)kX®;0 · kGu0kX®;0 + kI (f ¡N (v; vx))kX®;0 + kJ hkX®;0
· C ku0kL1;® + C ku0kL1 + C kfkY®;º° + C kN (v; vx)kY®;¸° + C khkZ0




since ¸ = 1 ¡ 25 (½+ 2¾ ¡ 1) < 0 and " > 0 is small enough. Therefore M
transforms X®;0" into itself. In the same way we estimate the di®erence
kM (w)¡M (v)kX®;0 · kI (N (v; vx)¡N (w;wx))kX®;0
· C kw ¡ vkX®;0 (kwkX®;0 + kvkX®;0)¾+½¡1 · C"¾+½¡1 kw ¡ vkX®;0 ;
where w; v 2 X®;0" : Thus M is a contraction mapping in X®;0" , therefore there
exists a unique solution u 2 X®;0" to the integral equation (3.1) and the problem
(1.1).
We now prove the asymptotics. Since




applying estimates of Lemma 3 we ¯nd from the integral representation (3.1)
u (t) = Gu0 + I (f ¡N (u; ux)) + J h






















kfkY®;º° + kN (u; ux)kY®;¸° + khkZ¹
´´
;
where 0 < ± < 25®; ± · min (¡¸;¡º;¡¹) ; µ =
R1











N (u; ux) dyd¿ :
Theorem 1 is proved.
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x4. Proof of Theorem 2
We apply the contraction mapping principle in
X0;¯" =
n
Á 2 X0;¯ : kukX0;¯ · "
o
;
where " > 0 is su±ciently small. For v 2 X0;¯" we de¯ne the mapping M (v)
by formula (3.2). First we prove that
kM (v)kX0;¯ · ":
By the conditions of the theorem using estimates of Lemmas 2 and 5 we have
from (3.2)
kM (v)kX0;¯ · kGu0kX0;¯ + kI (f ¡N (v; vx))kX0;¯ + kJ hkX0;¯
· C ku0kL1 + C ku0kL1 + C kfkY0;¯°
+C kN (v; vx)kY0;¸° + C khkZ¯




Here we can choose ¸ such that 1 + ¯ (¾ + ½)¡ 25 (½+ 2¾ ¡ 1) < ¸ < ¯; since
1+¯ (¾ + ½)¡ 25 (½+ 2¾ ¡ 1) < ¯ if ½+¾ > 5¡2¾2¡5¯ +1. ThereforeM transforms
X0;¯" into itself. In the same way we estimate the di®erence
kM (w)¡M (v)kX0;¯ · kI (t) (N (v; vx)¡N (w;wx))kX0;¯
· C kw ¡ vkX0;¯ (kwkX0;¯ + kvkX0;¯ )¾+½¡1 · C"¾+½¡1 kw ¡ vkX0;¯
where w; v 2 X0;¯" : Thus M is a contraction mapping in X0;¯" , therefore there
exists a unique solution u 2 X0;¯" to the integral equation (3.1) and the problem
(1.1).
We now prove the asymptotics. Since




using Lemma 2 we obtain the decay estimate
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Then by the integral representation (3.1) and the estimates of Lemma 4 we
¯nd
u (t) = If + J h+ Gu0 ¡ IN (u; ux)
= t¯¡
2







for t ¸ 1; where 0 < ± < min ¡¯; 15 ; 25®; ¯ ¡ ¸¢ : Theorem 2 is proved.
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